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a b s t r a c t

Recent applications such as broadcast TV distribution over an IP network require that strin-
gent QoS constraints, such as low latency and loss be met. Streaming content in IPTV is typ-
ically delivered to distribution points on an IP backbone using IP multicast, in particular
Protocol Independent Multicast (PIM). Local restoration from link failures using MPLS or
layer-2 Fast Reroute (FRR) is a proven technique to achieve rapid failure restoration.
Link-based FRR creates a pseudo-wire or tunnel in parallel to the IP adjacencies; thus, sin-
gle link failures are transparent to the Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) such as OSPF.
Although one may choose the back-up path’s IGP link weights appropriately to avoid traffic
overlap during any single physical link failure, multiple failures may still cause packet loss
because of (a) congestion resulting from overlap of an active FRR path with the multicast
tree, (b) congestion resulting from overlap of two active FRR paths, or (c) a hit resulting
from an OSPF reconvergence after the failure of a link in an active FRR path. We present
a cross-layer restoration approach that combines both FRR-based restoration for single link
failures and ‘‘hitless’’ (i.e., without loss) PIM tree reconfiguration algorithms to prevent
traffic overlap when multiple failures occur. We demonstrate the efficacy of our schemes
through simulations. The average recovery time on double failures can be reduced from
more than 10s to only approximately 100 ms with our enhancements.

� 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Distribution of real-time multimedia over an IP
backbone has been gaining momentum with content and
service providers [1–4]. However, unlike traditional
cable-based infrastructures that provide ‘‘broadcast’’
analog-based video (e.g., TV), using an IP backbone for
real-time broadcast video distribution imposes stringent
requirements for protection and restoration after a failure.
Distribution of real-time broadcast (also called ‘‘linear’’) TV
requires that the delay experienced by a user viewing the
content be limited to less than a few seconds. This limits
the size of the playout buffer at the receiving IPTV

set-top box. Moreover, loss recovery mechanisms have a
limited capability to recover from burst packet losses.
Player loss-concealment algorithms and recovery through
retransmissions and packet-level redundancy mechanisms
such as forward error correction (FEC) are designed to re-
cover from burst losses that are no more than a few tens
of milliseconds. The tight QoS constraints of low latency
and loss need to be met even under failures. Meeting these
constraints while providing high network availability re-
quires a methodology for rapid restoration [3]. In [14],
the authors report on diverse measurements from a large
commercial IPTV. An analysis of the customer trouble tick-
ets indicates that nearly half are related to performance is-
sues such as video quality. Video quality monitors in the
service provider’s network indicate almost 79% of the
alarms were related to under-runs of the video playout
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buffer. Finally, analysis of SNMP and syslog data indicated
that almost 55% of the performance-related events were
due to layer-1 alarms and IP link flaps.

Use of IP-based protocol independent multicast (PIM)
[5–7] to distribute the content from the source to the
various distribution points on the IP backbone allows
the infrastructure to be cost-competitive with the more
mature cable broadcast infrastructure. However, PIM-
SSM depends on a ‘‘join’’ and ‘‘prune’’ process to rebuild
the multi-cast tree after a network failure. This process,
when combined with the Internal Gateway Protocol
(IGP) reconfiguration, which may take several seconds
or tens of seconds, takes too much time to restore the
packet flow to the receivers after a failure. Thus, packet
loss concealment and recovery mechanisms alone are
not effective in recovering from such a long period of
packet loss.

A common approach to providing the needed high
availability is link-based Fast Reroute (FRR) [8,9]. If the
network is subject to only single link failures, enhancing
the IPTV backbone with link-based FRR works well. How-
ever, in a long distance network, the probability of multi-
ple link failures is not negligible. Our analysis of failures
over a four-month period from a commercial IPTV
deployment with more than 2 million customers re-
vealed that in 17% of the cases, at least 2 links were
down at the same time, and in 2% of the cases the fail-
ures of 3 or more links overlapped. Markopoulou et al.
[32] found an even higher occurrence of multiple failures
in their analysis: 27% of failures in Sprint’s operational IP
backbone were multiple failures.

We list three reasons why a network employing FRR
may incur significant loss under multiple failure situations
(We illustrate these scenarios with examples in
Section 3.1):

1. Overlap of active backup path with multicast tree. The IGP
reconfiguration process is typically unaware of when
traffic is rerouted by link-based (layer-2) FRR. Thus,
when a second failure occurs before the first failure is
repaired, the packets of a given multicast flow (e.g.,
packetized video for individual IPTV channels) may tra-
vel over the same directed link two or more times. We
call this phenomenon traffic overlap. Congestion may
occur during traffic overlap because large-scale, real-
time video streams often need 2–3 Gb/s or more in
aggregate across all the channels and thus link capacity
may not be sufficient to support two instances of all
these flows.

2. Overlap of two active backup paths. Even though one
may choose the FRR back-up paths to avoid traffic over-
lap with the multicast tree [10], there is no guarantee
that the backup paths of two different failed links are
not going to overlap. Thus if two links fail and are
repaired using FRR, congestion may happen on links
where the two backup paths overlap.

3. Extra IGP reconvergence. A link failure is repaired using
FRR but then a subsequent link fails in the failed link’s
backup path and forces OSPF and PIM reconfiguration
resulting in several 10s of seconds of packet loss during
the protocol reconvergence.

Because of its stringent QoS constraints, loss from con-
gestion often has the same effect on the customer’s percep-
tion of service as an unprotected link failure. As failures
often take several hours to repair, congestion caused by
overlaps due to multiple failures can last for a long time.

We illustrate the issue of overlaps with three example
network topologies in Section 6. For those topologies, we
verified with nperf tool [26] that 8.4%, 10%, and 27% of
the double failure cases result in congestion due to over-
lap or forced OSPF/PIM reconfiguration. Combined with
our earlier observation that multiple failures constitute
a significant fraction of all link failures, the potential im-
pact on traffic outlined above must be avoided.

The best way to achieve this is to use FRR only for a
short period, then remove (or ‘‘cost-out’’) the failed link
from the topology, and run an IGP reconfiguration. How-
ever, if it is not carefully executed, in the presence of multi-
ple failures this procedure can cause as many new video
interruptions as it removes, due to small ‘‘hits’’ after single
failures. This paper describes a careful multicast recovery
methodology to achieve the benefits of multicast while
avoiding the drawbacks.

1.1. Contributions

The research literature on dealing with multiple fail-
ures is primarily concerned with providing connectivity
in unicast networks (e.g. [11]). Traffic overlap is gener-
ally not considered. Thus, the proposed solutions require
that certain links (with traffic overlap) have additional
capacity. Our approach does not simply consider connec-
tivity, but specifically targets avoiding traffic overlaps.
Further, an IP network carrying high-bandwidth real-
time traffic needs to exploit multicast distribution to be
cost-effective, and the load on individual links is high en-
ough that there is not substantial capacity left to support
the additional traffic that may also be re-routed after a
failure. Thus, we seek an efficient multicast tree reconfig-
uration protocol. Even without using FRR, IGP will re-
converge to a new multicast tree and will eventually
have no congestion. However, IGP convergence tends to
be slow, and production networks rarely shorten their
timers enough to allow sub-second failure recovery be-
cause of the potential of false alarms [12]. So FRR is
needed in order to restore rapidly, and it works very well
in a large number of scenarios (e.g., 83% of the failure
cases described above, consisting of a single link failure).
However in the remaining 17% of multiple link failure
cases it may cause traffic overlap.

We try to achieve the best of the both worlds by
taking a cross-layer approach of making the IGP routing
aware of link failures that are restored by FRR. This
allows triggering a reconvergence of IGP routing. Then
we allow multicast routing (i.e., PIM-SSM) to see the
IGP routing changes immediately, even before full IGP
reconvergence, and assure that multicast routing recon-
figures without an additional hit. We assume the
existence of a combination of video player loss-
concealment algorithms, packet-level redundancy mech-
anisms such as forward error correction (FEC), and
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retransmission-based recovery, to overcome burst losses
that are short, up to about 50–100 ms. The mechanisms
we consider here work in a complementary manner with
these loss-tolerance and recovery methods.

The multicast reconfiguration protocol that we develop
does not have to wait for complete IGP reconvergence over
the entire topology (which can take several seconds) be-
fore it begins to reconfigure the multicast tree. Thus, it
seeks to limit the time the network is exposed to the pos-
sibility of a second failure, which may result in traffic over-
lap. Moreover, the IGP reconvergence typically affects a
small subset of nodes, those with a failed link in their
shortest path to the root. Thus, most nodes will still have
the same shortest path in the new multicast tree after a
link failure.

In this paper, we present protocol details and correct-
ness proofs of our protocol, and extensive evaluation of
its performance under multiple failures. Our major contri-
butions are:

� Specification of a protocol for reconfiguring multicast
trees via ‘‘pending joins’’ without waiting for IGP
reconvergence.
� Proof that the proposed protocol consistently reconfig-

ures the multicast tree even in the presence of multiple
link failures.
� Implementation of the proposed protocol in a packet-

based simulator and evaluation under double link
failures.

While our proposed algorithms and protocols may be
more generally applicable, we focus on IPTV because it is
a prototypical application requiring very low packet loss.

In the next section, we cover related work on multicast
reconfiguration. We, then, provide motivation for our mul-
ticast reconfiguration using cross-layer information in Sec-
tion 3. Section 4 outlines the challenges involved in the
cross-layer multicast reconfiguration and provides a con-
ceptual description of our approach. Section 5 details our
cross-layer multicast reconfiguration (i.e., IGP-aware mul-
ticast reconfiguration) protocol and provides correctness
proofs. Section 6 presents ns-2 simulation results under
various scenarios. We conclude in Section 7.

2. Related work

Much of the recent research in IPTV focuses on architec-
ture design [14], protocol design and selection [31], multi-
media stream coding/decoding techniques [15,17,27], as
well as potential new applications of multicast [16,18].
There has also been extensive IP multicast research and
experiments [13]. The IETF has standardized multiple IP
multicast protocols, including PIM-DM [5], PIM-SM [6],
and PIM-SSM [7], and has made recommendations for reli-
able IP multicast [17]. To improve IP multicast perfor-
mance, many models and techniques have been
proposed, including the overlay model [18] and MPLS
P2MP [19], resource reservation and admission control to
avoid congestion [20], centralized management of PIM
over MPLS [21], and priority queueing or fair queueing to

guarantee quality of service. These solutions have to be
adapted to be usable in a carrier’s multimedia distribution
service. Approaches such as those proposed for reliable
multicast [22] are inapplicable, as they can add latency
that is unacceptable in an IPTV environment.

Network restoration has also been an active research
area for many decades. In [10], an algorithm for setting
IGP link weights intelligently was proposed in an IPTV set-
ting that uses PIM-SSM multicast trees and link-based FRR
for failure restoration. The resulting link weights ensure
that the multicast tree is disjoint from the backup path of
every link, and therefore a single link failure can be recov-
ered using FRR without causing any traffic overlap. How-
ever, multiple failures may still cause congestion and
traffic overlap, and as noted earlier, these could be signifi-
cant (as much as 17% of all link failures.)

As video and real-time services migrate to IP-based
environments, IP network restoration has also increased
in importance, but little work has been done on perfor-
mance evaluation of different restoration schemes in mul-
timedia backbone design. Although simulations show that
large IP networks are able to achieve sub-second conver-
gence for the routing protocol by tuning its timers [23],
service providers have not adapted such schemes due to
concerns regarding network stability. Other schemes, like
failure-insensitive routing [24], apply to unicast routing
and are not suitable for multicast. (see Fig. 1)

3. Cross-layer multicast reconfiguration: Motivation

To understand our motivation for using cross-layer fail-
ure restoration techniques, we describe in more detail the
interaction between multiple failures and FRR. Consider
two adjacent routers in an IP network used for IPTV distri-
bution where the routers are part of a multicast tree using
PIM-SSM [7]. Assuming the adjacency between these rou-
ters is restorable via FRR, as Fig. 2 shows, four different
links are visible to the IGP topology: two unidirectional
or directed pseudowires (dashed lines between nodes E
and C for example), and two unidirectional physical-layer
‘‘PHY’’ links (solid lines between E and C). The pseudowires
are associated with a primary path and a backup path,
which are typically LSPs. The primary path for each

FRR support
(e.g., MPLS)

IGP routing
(e.g., OSPF)

Multicast protocol
(e.g., PIM-SSM)

Link failure/recovery

La
ye

r 3
La

ye
r 2

Routing 
changes

Fig. 1. Cross-layer architecture for multicast failure restoration: The
multicast protocol agent is notified about IGP routing changes that are
triggered by link failures. The routing changes are exposed to the
multicast agent without waiting for full IGP reconvergence, and the
agent starts reconfiguring its tree as soon as it thinks (partial) reconfig-
uration is possible.
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pseudowire is its corresponding PHY link, and the backup
path routes over other PHY links that are disjoint from
the primary path. The IGP costs on the pseudowire links
(to which we generically refer as weights) are lower than

those for the PHY links. This causes the IGP shortest path
algorithm to route over the pseudowire links rather than
the PHY links in a non-failure state. Thus, when either of
the PHY links fails, both links are taken out of service and

Fig. 2. A network segment with pseudowires, PHY links, and a sample FRR backup path.

Fig. 3. Single link failure: FRR backup path is activated and IGP is unaware of the failure. Multicast tree does not change.

2332 M. Yuksel et al. / Computer Networks 55 (2011) 2329–2351
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the two pseudowires are switched from their primary
paths to their backup paths, usually with a target switch-

ing time of 50 ms or less. This time is sufficiently small that
the higher-layer packet loss concealment and recovery

Fig. 4. (Scenario 1) Multiple failures with one link and one router failing: FRR backup path overlaps with multicast traffic tree on E ? A. Failure of router F is
visible to IGP, but failure of link E-C is not.

Fig. 5. Single link failure with our proposed solution: IGP is made aware of the failure of PHY link E-C, and converges to a new multicast tree that does not
use the pseudowire E-C (compare with Fig. 3).

M. Yuksel et al. / Computer Networks 55 (2011) 2329–2351 2333
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protocols can recover from this failure with little or no per-
ceived video quality disruption. In addition, the backup
pseudowire will switch to the backup path well before
the IGP timers expire. Therefore, when the IGP link state
advertisements (LSAs) are broadcast, although they show
that the PHY links are down, the pseudowire link states re-
main unchanged and there is no change to the IGP shortest
path tree and the multicast tree.

We give an example of this in Figs. 2–4. Fig. 2 depicts a
network segment with 4 node pairs that have pseudowires
defined. For example, node pair E-C has a PHY link in each
direction and a pseudowire in each direction for restora-
tion (a total of 4 directed links). We also depict the backup
path for the pseudowire E ? C. Note that certain node
adjacencies, such as E-A or E-B, are provided for restora-
tion, hence have no pseudowires defined. From the point
of view of the IGP topology, pseudowires can be thought
of as virtual links; in fact, the IGP only differentiates the
4 links between a node pair by their weights and interface
IDs. Pseudowire E ? C (dashed) routes over a primary
path, which consists of the single PHY link E ? C (solid).
If a failure occurs on the primary path, the router at node
E attempts to switch to the backup path using FRR. Fig. 3
illustrates such a single layer-1 failure of link E ? C. Note
that the path from the root to node A, shown in the inset
at the top, now switches to the backup path at node E (E-
A-B-C), reaches node C, and then continues on its previous
(primary) path to node A (C-B-F-A). During the failure,
although the path retraces itself between routers B and C,
because of the directed links the multicast traffic does
not overlap. Also, more importantly for this paper,
although the IGP view of the topology realizes that the

PHY links between E-C have gone down, the shortest path
tree, and consequently the multicast tree, remains
unchanged because the pseudowire from E ? C is still up
and has lower weight. The IGP is unaware of the actual
routing over the backup path.

3.1. Illustration of traffic losses under multiple failures and our
solutions

We demonstrate by detailed examples the three prob-
lem scenarios outlined in Section 1. In each scenario, PHY
link E-C fails and pseudowire E-C gets repaired using
FRR. The multicast tree remains unaffected as in Fig. 3.
Then for each scenario, a different failure is the source of
the problem. Our proposed solution would have created
the network state shown in Fig. 5 and we point out, in each
case, how our approach overcomes the problem.

Scenario 1: overlap of an active backup path with the mul-
ticast tree. Typically, the FRR backup path is kept active un-
til the PHY links are repaired. Once the PHY links are back
in service, the pseudowires are switched back to their pri-
mary paths rapidly (again with a target switching time of
50 ms or less). This achieves high network availability only
if no overlapping link failures occur (by ‘‘link’’ we mean the
pair of unidirectional PHY links between a router pair).
However, if a second failure occurs while the first failure
is being repaired (which may take from a few minutes to
several hours), because IGP is unaware of active FRR back-
up paths, it is possible that traffic overlap may occur. Fig. 4
depicts such a case of multiple failures, where the router at
F fails while link E-C is down and E-C’s backup path is still
active. As a result of node F’s failure (which becomes

Fig. 6. Multiple failures with one link and one router failing: our solutions avoid the overlap in Scenario 1. The overlap is avoided because failures of router
F as well as link E-C are visible to IGP (compare with Fig. 4).
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visible to IGP), IGP now modifies the shortest path from the
root to A, causing this new shortest path and the backup
path of E ? C to overlap on link E ? A.

This traffic overlap can be avoided if we do not leave the
backup path active while the PHY link is being repaired.
Instead, after the pseudowire is routed over the FRR

Fig. 7. (Scenario 2) Double link failures: failure of B-F starting in state depicted in Fig. 3. The two active backup paths overlap on link E ? A.

Fig. 8. Multiple link failures: failure of link B-F starting from the state depicted in Fig. 5. Backup path for pseudowire F ? B is being used but there is no
overlap since the failure of E ? C is made visible to IGP. Our solutions avoid the overlap in Scenario 2 (compare with Fig. 7).

M. Yuksel et al. / Computer Networks 55 (2011) 2329–2351 2335
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backup path upon the first failure, we have IGP reconverge
to a new shortest path tree so that the resulting multicast
tree does not use the affected pseudowire. Thus, if a second
failure occurs, IGP is fully aware of the routing for the tree
and can avoid the failed links during reconvergence. In the
sample scenario in Fig. 5, shortly after the failure of PHY
link E-C, the pseudowires between C and E would be taken
down and a new multicast tree would be computed. This
tree would not have a branch E ? C, but instead would
have a path E ? A ? F ? B ? C as shown in Fig. 5. Thus,
when the second failure occurs, the failure of node F as
well as of link E-C would be visible to IGP and conse-
quently node F in Fig. 5 would be pruned from the tree.
These two successive tree reconfigurations would result
in a multicast tree with no overlaps, as shown in Fig. 6.
However, this new approach requires engineering a hitless
switch (i.e., with minimal or no packet loss) to the new tree
after an FRR reroute. Otherwise, every time a single failure
occurs and the backup FRR path is used, there will see a hit
associated with converging to the new tree, making the
new approach worse than the old one.

Scenario 2: overlap of two active backup paths. As shown
in Fig. 7, suppose that the pseudowire B ? F routes over a
primary path, which consists of the single PHY link B ? F
and the backup path is B ? E ? A ? F. When PHY link
B ? F fails, the router at node B switches the pseudowire
to the backup path, B ? E ? A ? F. The pseudowire in
the reverse direction, F ? B has the backup path
F ? A ? E ? B (not shown in the figure). Then the backup
paths of the pseudowires E ? C (whose backup path is
E ? A ? B ? C) and for B ? F overlap on link E ? A, which
may result in congestion. However, if the multicast tree is
reconfigured after the first failure of E ? C, then this recon-
figured multicast tree will be using link F ? B (as per
Fig. 5). Then when the second failure (of PHY link F-B) oc-
curs, it fails the multicast link F ? B. This results in the use
of the backup path F ? A ? E ? B, which has no overlap
with the (reconfigured) multicast tree. This situation is
illustrated in Fig. 8. Our approach will further expose the
second link failure and the tree in Fig. 8 will then be recon-
figured again (but not shown in the figure).

Scenario 3: extra IGP reconvergence due to failure of a link
on an active backup path. In our sample network, A ? B is
only a PHY link without a pseudowire. Consider the case
where the pseudowire E ? C fails and its back path
E ? A ? B ? C is activated, as shown in Fig. 3. Under that
condition, if PHY link A ? B fails, it takes down the active
backup path E ? A ? B ? C of the first failed pseudowire
E ? C. This would force an IGP reconvergence since the
pseudowire E ? C would appear disconnected to IGP. In-
stead, if we switch the multicast tree to the one shown
in Fig. 5 as described in our proposed fix for Scenario 1, this
second failure has no effect as A ? B is not part of this new
multicast tree.

3.2. Need for a hitless switchover of multicast tree

This approach was presented as ‘‘Architecture 3’’ in
[10], and as already pointed out, requires a hitless switch
to the new tree after an FRR reroute in order to be a real
improvement. The primary contributions of the present

paper are to propose and describe the algorithms and pro-
tocols to perform the switchover to the new multicast tree,
and to evaluate their performance via simulation. Further-
more, an advantage of the protocol proposed here is that it
reduces the need for the intelligent weight setting algo-
rithm described in [10].

4. Cross-layer multicast reconfiguration: the
architecture and switchover protocols

Our main goal in this paper is to attain a multicast
protocol that performs effective and efficient switchover
from an old multicast tree to a new one. Thus, for the
rest of the paper, we will focus on how to achieve a mul-
ticast tree switchover given that link/router failures
(even though the failed link has an FRR backup path)
are notified to the multicast protocol as ‘‘IGP routing
changes’’, as shown in Fig. 1. Under normal operation
with FRR, such a failure is not visible to multicast proto-
col and the multicast protocol may not be immediately
triggered for a switchover. In our framework, we allow
such link failures to be immediately visible to IGP and
then to the multicast protocol as a piece of cross-layer
information, as shown in Fig. 1. In this section, we will
conceptually describe our framework. Since a pseudowire
is practically implemented with a primary PHY link and
a backup path of PHY links, we will simply refer to the
pseudowires and their primary PHY links as ‘‘links’’ to
simplify the discussion.

First we describe today’s typical carrier IP backbone
that may be used for IPTV distribution. We assume that
the protocols used for distributing video are PIM-SSM over
IGP routing (layer 3), with FRR at layer 2 to recover from
failures. This is deployed in at least one carrier network.
The underlying changes in the layer 3 topology are first
propagated to the rest of the nodes, using standard IGP
(e.g., OSPF or IS-IS) techniques. This involves first the
detection of the link failure through a lower layer indica-
tion, such as SONET or Ethernet alarms, or the lack of HEL-
LOs within a RouterDeadInterval [12]; then, the
propagation of LSAs via flooding and subsequent topology
convergence, which may be a function of the computation
of the SPF tree, as well as of the spfDelay and spfHoldTime
timers [25]. These timers are likely to be set to their default
or conservative values in a carrier network, in the interests
of stable operation, resulting in an IGP convergence time
on the order of several seconds. Subsequently, the PIM-
SSM tree has to be reconfigured, which again may take sev-
eral seconds to tens of seconds (e.g., a new join request is
issued after 30 s, as part of the standard process of refresh-
ing the soft-state for IP multicast).

The PIM-SSM tree is typically reconfigured after an IGP
reconvergence event in a distributed manner, where each
router independently computes the shortest path to the
source for each multicast group. After the path recomputa-
tion process ‘‘settles’’, routers independently install the
new SPF tree and modify the routing and forwarding tables
on their line cards. Next, the portion of the tree down-
stream of the failure is systematically reconfigured step-
by-step by each router issuing a join request to attach to
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its new parent node, followed by a prune message to delete
the previous path (a unidirectional link is upstream/down-
stream of a given router if it points towards/away from the
source). During this process, packet loss (a ‘‘hit’’) can occur.
We wish to avoid or minimize this potential second hit
after a failure and its subsequent FRR rerouting as we
cost-out the pseudowire and reconverge to a new tree.
Also, the method has to be careful to avoid another hit after
the link failure is repaired, e.g. to return to the original PIM
tree.

In our method, after a failure the routers coordinate the
calculation of the shortest path by implementing local
decisions on choosing new parent nodes (and the corre-
sponding branches) in the new multicast tree, and then
send a join request to build a path from its new parent. Be-
fore getting into the protocol details in the next section, we
describe some of the challenges and our solutions.

4.1. Challenges in designing a robust switchover protocol

The first challenge is that in the current PIM-SSM
multicast there is no explicit acknowledgement to a join
request. So it is possible that the router stops receiving
packets because it sent a prune request to the old parent,
but the join to the new parent was not successful. Fig. 9
illustrates this scenario where router 4 attempts to
switch from the old tree (red dotted, prior to the failure)
to the new blue tree by sending a join message to new
upstream router 2. If router 4 sends a prune message
to its old upstream router 3 without waiting until the
join to the new blue tree is completed (e.g., if the join

message to router 2 gets lost), then a significant amount
of data packets could be lost. Our solution is a simple
modification: the prune message to remove the branch
to the previous parent is not sent until the node (router
in this case) receives at least one PIM-SSM data packet
from its new parent for the corresponding (S, G) group.

Our approach: prune old upstream interfaces only after a
multicast data packet is received on the new upstream
interface.

The soft state approach of IP multicast (to refresh the
state by periodically sending a join) is also used to en-
sure consistency. Our approach above does not interfere
with transmission of periodic join messages. We use
the joins to also guide our tree reconfiguration process
at a node in reaction to a failure. Thus, in our approach,
routers do not lose data packets during the switchover
period. Of course, this primarily works in the PIM-SSM
case, with a single source.

The second challenge is that the ‘‘link down’’ LSAs
reach different routers at different times. Thus, different
routers may have different views of the network topol-
ogy. As an example, consider Fig. 10 where we are trying
to switch from the old tree to the new tree after the fail-
ure of link (3, 4). Router 4 needs to send a join to its
new parent, router 2. Under standard rules in PIM-SSM,
when router 4 sends a join request to router 2, it must
stop forwarding packets to router 2, else it would form
a loop. However router 2 was receiving packets from
router 4 in the old multicast tree and it may not have
learned of the topology change yet and has therefore
not sent a join to its new parent, router 1. In such a case,
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router 2, and consequently router 4, will stop receiving
packets. The naı̈ve solution is to force every router to
wait until enough time has elapsed for all routers to
learn of the changes. But this can be quite wasteful.
E.g., routers 2 and 4 are not affected by router 5’s view
of the topology, so they should be able to switch to
the new multicast tree without waiting for router 5 to
learn the topology changes. This is especially important
in a large wide-area network. In order to speed up the
convergence to the new tree, router 4 would like to send
a join as soon as router 2 learns of the new topology.
The key observation is that as soon as router 2 learns
the new topology and starts receiving packets from its
new parent router 1, it has to send a prune to its old
parent, router 4. This prune is the indication to router
4 that it can start receiving packets from router 2. Intu-
itively, it is easy to see that this is the earliest that rou-
ter 4 can send a join request to router 2. Further, notice
that this decision happens independently at each router;
there is no requirement that any other router has to
learn of the topology changes. If one were to visualize
the old tree transforming into the new tree, each branch
changes as soon as it learns of the topology changes. This
modification to the protocol is accomplished by introduc-
ing a ‘‘waiting to send join’’ state.

The approach described in this paper potentially obvi-
ates the need for the intelligent weight setting algorithm
described in [10], because any short-lived overlap will be
corrected by the switchover. By lowering the priority of
the packets flowing on the backup path, as described be-
low, the short-lived overlap will also not cause data loss,
as perceived by the receiver.

Our approach: If router k’s new upstream router, j, is on
one of the current downstream interfaces for router k, then
router k locally designates the upstream interface with the
pending ‘‘waiting-to-send-join’’ state. The join does not occur
until k has received a prune request from j.

5. PIM reconfiguration with hitless switchover

After a failure has occurred, our method uses modifi-
cations to the PIM-SSM protocol to achieve the goals sta-
ted in the previous section. We now describe the
assumptions of our multicast reconfiguration protocol
and prove its correctness.

We first make the following consistency assumptions
(later, we discuss relaxing them).

1. The weight of link (i,k) equals the weight of (k, i). This
applies to either the pseudowire or PHY link.

2. Links (i,k) and (k, i) are either both up or both down.
3. No two directed least-weight paths between any two

routers share a node or link. This can be always guaran-
teed by implementing a consistent tie-breaking rule
across all routers. Combined with assumption 1, this
ensures that the least-weight path from router i to rou-
ter k is the reverse of the least-weight path from k to i.

4. The IGP reconfiguration process is completed in each
router before a join request in response to the topology
change is sent, and every router has the same view of a

(non-disconnected) SPT. We use this assumption to
prove the correctness of our protocol. We then relax
this assumption and show that the correctness still
holds.

5. The failure is such that no packets are lost immediately
after all FRR reroutes are completed (otherwise ‘‘hit-
less’’ reconvergence has no context in which to be
established).

6. If a layer 1 failure causes multiple, simultaneous fail-
ures of layer 3 links, receiving the corresponding LSAs
at each router gives a complete view of the topology
prior to SPT recomputation (i.e., a single multicast tree
computation after the LSAs are received reflects the
new topology).

7. Multiple (non-simultaneous) failures are separated by
enough time to allow our algorithm to settle.

5.1. Major tasks and rules

The following tasks/rules describe our method.

Rule (a): expose link failure to IGP routing even though
FRR backup path is in use.
Rule (b): notify multicast protocol about IGP routing
changes so that it can reconfigure whenever possible. A
router determines its upstream interface from its most
up-to-date SPT as described in Rule (a). If this is a new
upstream interface, then this router (say k) sends a join
request to the upstream router (say j) except if router j is
one of the current (i.e., prior to the failure) downstream
interfaces for router k. In this latter case, router k locally
designates the upstream interface with the pending
‘‘waiting-to-send-join’’ state. Router k will also clear
all pending ‘‘waiting-to-send-join’’ states on an
upstream interface when it receives a subsequent LSA
and computes an SPT that implies a different upstream
interface.
Rule (c): prune old upstream interfaces only after data
packets are received on the new upstream interface.
Rule (d): clear all pending joins when no downstream
interface is left, upon reception of prune(s) from down-
stream routers. When a prune is received on an interface
that is marked with a ‘pending join’, respond by issuing a
join on that interface and clear the ‘pending join’ on that
interface. When router k receives a prune from (down-
stream) router j, router k prunes the interface to router
j and does the following: (case d1) if router k has no
remaining downstream interfaces (including receivers),
then router k sends a prune message to its upstream
interface and clears the ‘‘waiting-to-send-join’’ on any
pending upstream interfaces; (case d2) else if router k
has at least one remaining downstream interface (to a
router other than j or receiver) and is in ‘‘waiting-to-
send-join’’ status to router j, it sends a join request to j.

5.2. Description of the algorithm

We now describe the major steps of the protocol via an
example. Consider Fig. 11:
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1. Router 4 locally recognizes the failure of PHY links (3,4)
and (4,3).

2. FRR re-routes traffic over pseudowire (3,4) to its
backup paths; pseudowire (4,3) is similarly re-routed
to its backup path (not shown). Note that pseudowire
(3,4) is a link of the pre-failure multicast tree.

3. Routers 3 and 4 broadcast LSAs to all their neighboring
routers indicating that all the pseudowires and PHY
links between (3,4) are down (or assigns them very
high link weights). Note, however, that routers 3 and
4 do not take the pseudowires down yet.

4. Upon receipt of the LSA and after a hold-down period,
each router with existing downstream interfaces on
the old multicast tree locally computes a SPT and
determines its new upstream interface on the SPT.
Recall that PIM-SSM computes paths in the reverse
direction (sink-to-source) of their actual multicast
packet flow. This results in router 4 needing to send
a join request to router 5. However, since router 5 is
also a current downstream interface of router 4, router
4 marks the interface with a ‘‘waiting-to-send-join’’
status. After receiving the LSA and updating SPT, Rou-
ter 5 sends its join request to router 0. Since other rou-
ters with downstream interfaces (on the old tree) do
not change their upstream routers, no other join
requests are sent in response to the LSA update after
the failure.

5. Router 0 receives the join request from router 5, adds its
interface as a downstream interface, and begins to send
packets to router 5.

6. When router 5 receives the first packet from router 0, it
discontinues forwarding packets received from router 4
and sends a prune message to router 4.

7. Since router 4 has no remaining downstream interfaces
on the new multicast tree (case d1), it sends a prune
message to router 3 and clears the ‘‘waiting-to-send-
join’’ status to router 5. However if router 4 had a

receiver attached to it, this would require case d2.
Router 4 would have to send a join to router 5 only after
receiving a prune from router 5 for the old tree once the
data starts flowing to router 5 from router 0.
Subsequently, router 4 would release the ‘‘waiting-to-
send-join’’ state and send the join to router 5. Finally,
it would prune the old interface to router 3.

8. Since router 3 has no remaining downstream interfaces
on the new multicast tree, it takes down both pseudo-
wires and sends a prune request to router 1.

9. Since router 1 has no remaining downstream interfaces
on the new multicast tree, it sends a prune request to
router 0.

Without going through the details, once PHY link (3,4)
is repaired, OSPF reconvergence is triggered when the LSAs
are sent. Then, the multicast tree reconfiguration is trig-
gered by router 5 sending a join request to router 4 and
pruning router 0 once packets flow down (on the original
tree) from router 4.

Some of our key changes to create a hitless version of
PIM-SSM [7] are contained in Rule (b) that implements
the ‘‘waiting-to-send-join’’ and Rule (c) that sends prunes
only after it receives packets from the new upstream inter-
face. Simple as these changes may seem, the rules have
been carefully constructed to guarantee that the process
converges and is hitless. For example, consider router 4
in Fig. 11. Router 4 must continue to send packets to router
5 until router 5 has established its new upstream path to
the source; otherwise, receiver 1 experiences a hit.
However, router 4 wants to send a join request to router
5 according to the new SPT. Under standard rules in
PIM-SSM, when it sends a join request, it must stop
forwarding packets to router 5, else it would form a loop.
Our rules ensure that such conditions do not occur and that
the receiver continues to receive packets throughout the
convergence process.
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Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code for our proposed non-
standard multicast behavior

1: # M1�N – list of (Si,Gi)s the node is subscribed to
2: # oiflist[S,G] – list of downstream interfaces for

(S,G)
3: # current_iif[S,G] – list of current upstream

interfaces
4: # new_iif[S,G] – list of new upstream interfaces for

those (S,G)s on transient state
5: # uplink_changed[S,G] – true for (S,G) in transient

state
6: # pending_join[S,G] – true when waiting to send a

join
7: # pending_join_iif[S,G] – interface on which a

pending join to be sent
8:
9: void notify( ) # IGP routing interfaces have changed
10: for i = 1 to N
11: (S,G) Mi

12: # obtain the new iif for S
13: new_iif[S,G] IGP(S)
14: if current_iif[S,G] != new_iif[S,G] then
15: # if the new upstream node is among the current

downstream ones, then delay the join
16: if new_iif[S,G] � oiflist[S,G] then
17: pending_join[S,G] true
18: pending_join_iif[S,G] new_iif[S,G]
19: return
20: end if
21: # indicate the transient state on (S,G)
22: uplink_changed[S,G] true
23: join(S,G)
24: end if
25: end for
26:
27: void handle-wrong-iif(S,G, iif) # Data packet for

(S,G) was received on a wrong upstream interface iif
28: # if the node is on transient state for (S,G) and

you have been expecting data packets on iif
29: if uplink_changed(S,G) AND new_iif[S,G] = iif

then
30: uplink_changed[S,G] false
31: # send prune to the old upstream interface
32: send-prune(S, G, current_iif[S,G])
33: # install the new upstream interface
34: change-iif(S, G, current_iif[S,G], new_iif[S,G])
35: current_iif[S,G] + new_iif[S,G]
36: end if
37:
38: void recv-prune(S, G, iface) # Data packet for (S,G)

was received on a wrong interface
39: if pending_join[S,G] AND

iface = pending_join_iif[S,G] then
40: pending_join[S,G] false
41: uplink_changed[S,G] true
42: join(S,G)
43: end if
44: # Continue the regular processing of prune

5.3. Pseudo code

Our cross-layer failure restoration algorithm, presented
as pseudo code in Algorithm 1, involves three additions to
the default operation of multicast routing.

The first addition is the notify() procedure which is
invoked when the underlying IGP routing protocol recal-
culates its SPF, which could be triggered either by detec-
tion of a failure local to the node, or reception of a link
state announcement from a neighbor IGP router. Once
notify() is called, it checks if there are any (S,G) multi-
cast sessions for which the upstream interface has chan-
ged as a result of the IGP recalculation. For those
multicast sessions with a new upstream interface, the
tree reconfiguration procedure starts by trying to join
the tree via the new upstream node. If the new upstream
interface is one of the current downstream interfaces,
then the node moves to the pending_join state and must
wait for that downstream interface to receive a prune
message first.

The second addition is the handle-wrong-iif (S, G,
iif), which simply checks if a data packet for multicast
session (S,G) was received on the correct upstream inter-
face or not. If a data packet was received on a wrong
incoming interface, then it must be due to the fact that
the node has been waiting for the data packets to arrive
on the new upstream interface to which a join was sent
in notify(). If handle-wrong-iif( ) indeed detects that the
new data packet was received on the new upstream
interface for the multicast session (S,G), then it sends a
prune message to the old upstream interface for (S,G).
This completes the switchover to the new tree.

The last addition is recv_prune (S, G, iface) which is
called when a prune message is received on the interface
iface for the multicast session (S,G). The purpose of re-
cv_prune() is to check if the multicast session (S,G)
has been in the pending_join state due to the fact that
iface has been among the current downstream interfaces
while the algorithm wanted to send a join to it. If this is
the case, then recv_prune() simply moves the node from
the pending_join state to the normal state and sends the
pending join message onto interface iface.

5.4. Correctness proofs

There are three major claims that establish the correct-
ness of the algorithm described.

Claim 1. After a failure, eventually the protocol converges
and the set of all links of the actual multicast tree are
equivalent to the computed multicast tree (CMT). The com-
puted multicast tree is defined as the tree theoretically
computed from the new SPT and the actual multicast tree is
defined to be the tree established by the routers working
independently according to our rules.

Claim 2. Except for packet loss due to potential FRR path
overlap and packets ‘‘in flight’’, there is no packet loss due
to convergence from the old tree to the new tree.
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Claim 3. Packet loss will be reduced due to potential FRR path
overlap using a packet QoS prioritization scheme where pack-
ets sent over a pseudowire backup LSP path have lower prior-
ity than other packets.

Proof of Claim 1. We will show that every link in the com-
puted multicast tree (CMT) also appears in the actual mul-
ticast tree. Assumption 4 guarantees that all routers
eventually calculate the same (new) SPT. Let us start at
an arbitrary leaf node contained in the CMT with a receiver
interfacing on it. Rule (a) guarantees that any actual
upstream link is contained in the new CMT, and rule (c)
guarantees that it prunes any upstream links not contained
on the CMT. Recursively, as we follow the path of actual
upstream links, if we encounter any upstream link not on
the CMT, then this would again violate rules (a) and (c).
If we repeat this process of following the path on all leaves
of the CMT, we will eventually encounter every node con-
tained in the CMT. Thus, we have shown that for every
node contained in the CMT, its actual upstream links are
also contained in on the CMT.

Now let us assume that there exists an actual link not
contained in the CMT. We will show a contradiction in all
cases. Let us follow any path of actual links downstream
(starting with this link) until we encounter the first router
that is either (Case 1) contained in the CMT or (Case 2) is
not contained in the CMT, but has no actual downstream
links. Let us designate this last downstream link on the
path as x and its downstream router as k. If Case 1 holds,
we have contradicted the previous paragraph by finding an
upstream link, x, to router k, that is not on the SPT. If Case
2, then either (Case 2.1) link x was established by the
protocol after the failure or (Case 2.2) link x existed prior to
the failure. For Case 2.1, at some time after the failure,
there must have existed a downstream link from router k,
but that was subsequently pruned. Otherwise, router k
must have a receiver interfacing on it and thus contained
in the CMT. If the last downstream link was subsequently
pruned from router k, this contradicts rule (d) that prunes
the upstream link once all the downstream links are
pruned. If Case 2.2, then as in Case 2.1, either router k must
have a receiver interfacing on it and thus contained in the
CMT or must have originally had a downstream link that
was subsequently pruned by our protocol, which contra-
dicts rule (d). Thus we conclude all actual links are
contained in the CMT. This concludes the proof. h

Proof of Claim 2. Given assumption 5, all receivers con-
tinue to receive packets before the first join or prune
request is sent. Thus, if we examine a receiver and its path
at any point in time from source to receiver and then
examine how each join or prune request affects this path,
we see a join request along this path will not cause packet
loss because of rule (c): the intermediate router must
receive packets from a new upstream interface before
turning off the old upstream. Rules (c) and (d) also guaran-
tee that a prune will not be sent upstream unless (1) pack-
ets are arriving from a new upstream interface or (2) there
are no more downstream interfaces. This concludes the
proof. h

While we do not prove Claim 3 in a formal manner, we
evaluate the performance improvement through simula-
tion given the capability for such QoS mechanisms in rou-
ters. Fig. 12 is an example where the new tree might
overlap on links (we call these ‘‘common links’’ (CL)) of
the FRR path of the failed pseudowire. The dotted red tree
is the original tree before the failure of link 3–4. When link
3–4 fails, the pseudowire switches to FRR backup path 3–
2–4, which now overlaps with link 2–4, which is part of
the reconfigured tree. The inefficiency is because the same
multicast packets will be carried over CL 2–4 more than
once.

A possible way of solving the congested CL problem is to
assume that routers can prioritize packets. In Fig. 12, when
link 3–4 fails, the IGP is then informed about the failure.
Router 3 forwards packets on the backup path and marks
them as lower priority packets. As the join process evolves,
router 4 will send a join request to router 2 and then router
2 sends a join request to router 1. When router 1 begins to
transmit to router 2, these packets will eventually arrive at
router 2 as will packets from the backup path 3–2–4. How-
ever, router 2 does not ‘‘see’’ any multicast packets from
router 3 at layer 3, because the FRR path is tunneled
through at Layer 2. However, Layer 2 forwarding protocols
will recognize that the packets from router 3 have lower
priority than those from router 1. If the link (2–4) has
insufficient capacity to handle twice the rate of the multi-
cast flow, then the packets from router 3 (that are marked
at a lower priority at router 2) will experience loss. How-
ever, because of rule (c) described earlier, the first packet
from router 2 that is received at router 4 will cause the
packets from router 3 (via the 3–4 pseudowire that routes
over the backup FRR path 3–2–4) to be ignored. This will
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result in little, if any, packet loss: any such loss will be due
to the switching mechanism to implement rule (c). There-
fore, as stated earlier, this is a function of router implemen-
tation, rather than a mathematical proof.

5.5. Relaxation of assumptions for practical operation

Now that we have established the basic validity of our
approach, we discuss potential relaxations of the assump-
tions 1–7. We generally do not recommend relaxing
assumptions 1 through 3. In particular, without assump-
tion 3, the CMT becomes ambiguous. Finally, assumptions
6–7 are mostly provided to give clear context for the
proofs. However, if one examines these proofs, they dem-
onstrate that we can start from any actual multicast tree,
even one that is in transition to a target state, and the pro-
cess will converge to the eventual CMT once the views of
the SPT by all routers settle. Thus, we feel assumptions
6–7 can be relaxed without negative impact.

The strongest assumption is 4. In reality, there may be
situations where we need to relax this assumption when
the variation of completion time of the IGP reconfiguration
process across the routers is large. Then, it is possible a
router may send a join request to an upstream interface
before the upstream router has computed its new SPT. This
would result in the process possibly proceeding up the
wrong tree. However, it is easy to see that any router that
had chosen the wrong upstream interface will, after receiv-
ing the LSA, updating its SPT and, following application of
rule (a), recalculate its upstream interface per the new
SPT and then send a join request to the correct upstream
interface; therefore the process will eventually converge
to the CMT. As demonstrated in Claim 2 earlier, no packets
should be lost as this tree building process converges.

Another complication of relaxing assumption 4 is that
because of potential ‘‘waiting-to-send-join’’ states, we
need to demonstrate that the protocol does not ‘‘deadlock’’.
Suppose we enter a state where a cycle of routers,
(i1, i2, . . . , in, in+1), is deadlocked, and router ik�1 is ‘‘waiting
to send a join’’ to router ik and in+1 = i1. That is, router ik
is upstream of router ik�1. Once the SPT has been updated
consistently in all routers, rule (b) implies that these up-
stream links are chosen so that they are contained in the
SPT in a path towards the source. However, they form a cy-
cle, which contradicts the definition of an SPT.

Another option to is to impose a timer to insure the
SPTs have all been updated before the first join is sent
(thus ensuring assumption 4 is met); however, because
there so many complex timers and interactions among
timers and protocols already in router-based networks
(and in multicast networks) we suggest that this latter op-
tion be avoided.

Another issue regarding relaxing assumption 4 is that
due to inconsistent completion of SPT computations
among the routers, it is possible for a router to receive a
join request from a downstream router but then needs to
send an (upstream) join request to the same router. The
current PIM-SSM protocol does NOT admit the join request
from the downstream router if it is not in its current SPT.
Reconfiguration of the SPT or a soft-state refresh message
is used to eventually correct this situation. This require-

ment can be accommodated in our modifications and con-
vergence to the CMT can be established. However, we
make the observation that with our new rule (b), indeed
the join request from the router can be allowed (even if
not on the SPT of the upstream router), but the upstream
join request back to that router is put into the ‘‘waiting-
to-send-join’’ state. Once the router updates its SPT and
the correct upstream interface is calculated, the ‘‘waiting-
to-send-join’’ state will be cleared and it will converge to
the correct configuration. Strictly speaking our new proto-
col does not require soft state refreshes to rectify this situ-
ation. However, as various error conditions occur and
violate our assumptions, it is recommended that current
PIM-SSM soft-state rules be retained to handle these
situations.

6. Simulation results

We evaluated our cross-layer failure restoration frame-
work using ns-2 [28]. Specifically, our experiments aim to
reveal how much packet loss occurs during switchover after
failure. We used MPLS [29] to provide FRR support at the
routers and implemented PIM-SSM over MPLS in ns-2. Reg-
ular ns-2 implementations of multicast routing and MPLS
do not allow them to be used simultaneously. So, we made
significant revisions to the packet classifier structure of ns-
2 (both for multicast and MPLS). We also revised the PIM-
SSM implementation of ns-2 to make it a fully distributed
protocol, rather than the centralized computation of multi-
cast tree in the existing PIM-SSM implementation. We
implemented our hitless switchover protocol in this dis-
tributed PIM-SSM implementation, and made it optional
to be aware of IGP routing changes, which we use in our
comparative evaluation. For the IGP routing, we used an
OSPF implementation in ns-2 [12]. We made the necessary
changes to the protocols so that OSPF is informed about
link failures (even though MPLS forwards the data packets
on the FRR path immediately after the failure) and PIM-
SSM is informed about OSPF routing changes.

6.1. Experimental setup

We performed simulations with three different topolo-
gies: (1) Topology-A is a hypothetical US backbone topol-
ogy (with 28 routers and 45 links) shown in Fig. 13(a),
with the multicast source set at router 13 (approximately
the center of the network), (2) Topology-B is the ‘‘Exodus’’
topology from Rocketfuel [33] (with 21 routers and 36
links) shown in Fig. 13(b), with the multicast source set
at router 16, which corresponds to its Point-of-Presence
(PoP) in Santa Clara, and (3) Topology-C, a reduced version
of Topology-A (with 28 routers and 36 links) shown in
Fig. 13(c), with the multicast source set at router 22. We
assigned equal capacities to the links but set their propaga-
tion delays proportional to approximate physical dis-
tances. The multicast source generated UDP traffic with a
packet size of 500B. The rate of the multicast traffic was
70% of the capacity of the links. We budgeted for 120 ms
of buffer time, i.e., a link with a 100 Mb/s capacity had a
buffer size of 3000 packets. We used default OSPF timer
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settings, e.g., spfDelayTime = 5 s, and spfHoldTime = 10 s,
and a relatively short rejoin interval of 30 s for PIM-SSM.
This timer is normally set to several minutes, which would
make the improvements resulting from our protocol better
than is reported here.

Our simulation scenarios consisted of failing link(s) in
the topology and observing the multicast data traffic dur-
ing re-convergence of IGP and the multicast tree. We mea-
sured (a) packets lost at each receiver until the failure
restoration is complete, and (b) the time taken to complete
failure restoration. These two metrics, (a) and (b), quantify
the ‘‘hit’’ caused by each protocol. We examine both the

average and the maximum for the hit time and packet loss
over the length of each experiment.

We compared four scenarios: (i) PIM-SSM only (i.e., no
FRR support and no IGP-aware tree reconfiguration), (ii)
PIM-SSM w/ FRR (i.e., FRR support exists but no IGP-aware
tree reconfiguration), (iii) IGP-aware PIM-SSM w/ FRR (i.e.,
both FRR support and IGP-aware tree reconfiguration are
used – our proposal), and (iv) IGP-aware PIM-SSM w/
FRR with data over the backup path being forwarded at
higher priority (as per Claim 3 of Section 5.4, an enhance-
ment to our proposal). For ‘‘IGP-aware PIM-SSM w/ FRR’’
with priority, we divided the link buffer equally between

Fig. 13. Experimental topologies.
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the two priority classes. For single failure cases, we evalu-
ate the evolution of the multicast reconfiguration protocol
for a period equal to the time for the PIM-SSM rejoin timer
(i.e., 30 s) after a failure occurs. As described below, for
multiple failure cases, we evaluate the performance until
the failed links are repaired and IGP and multicast proto-
cols have re-converged completely. Note that the PIM-
SSM convergence time is normally 3–4 times longer than
the rejoin timer, as all unnecessary downstream branches
will have to be pruned. However, we are conservative
and use only the rejoin time in our comparison, since
PIM-SSM guarantees that multicast traffic will flow to all
receivers after the timer expires. We assigned OSPF link
weights using two approaches: (a) by using the algorithm
in [10] which assures that single failures do not cause any
traffic overlap for the ‘‘PIM-SSM w/ FRR’’ case (‘‘Intelligent
Link Weights’’ in the figures), and (b) by assigning
identical weights to all links (‘‘Equal Link Weights’’ in
the figures). When selecting the FRR paths, we choose
the least-cost non-overlapping path that would restore
the failure. This experimental setup favors the ‘‘PIM-SSM
w/ FRR’’ case and our comparison of the four cases reveals
the extra improvement our multicast reconfiguration
protocol attains.

6.2. Single failures

To compare the four protocols for a single link failure,
we failed each link in the multicast tree one by one and
measured the maximum time that each of the receivers
experience a hit (i.e., disconnect) as well as the maximum

percentage of packets lost for each receiver during a 30 s
time interval, which is the maximum failure restoration
time based on the PIM-SSM rejoin timer of 30 s. Figs. 14–
19 show the results of these single failure experiments.

Figs. 14, 16 and 18 show the results for the cases when
link weights are set intelligently, and we observe with just
PIM-SSM the maximum time that a receiver experiences a
hit can be quite large (10 s of seconds). When the ‘‘IGP-
aware PIM-SSM w/FRR’’ schemes (both with and without
prioritization of FRR traffic) are employed, the receivers
experience a significantly smaller (around 100 ms) maxi-
mum hit time, which is also the case for ‘‘PIM-SSM w/
FRR’’. In these simulation scenarios, the OSPF link weights
are intelligently set, so it is expected that PIM-SSM w/FRR
would perform the best since overlaps are avoided due to
such a link weight setting. However, the main point of
these simulation experiments in Figs. 14, 16 and 18 is to
show that our cross-layer mechanisms (i.e., IGP-aware
PIM-SSM) do not add any notable impairment to received
data traffic at the receivers.

We also examined the case where all the links have
equal weights. Figs. 15, 17 and 19 show the results for
the equal link weights cases for Topology-A, Topology-B
and Topology-C, respectively. As shown in Figs. 15(a),
17(a) and 19(a), the relative performance of the four proto-
cols does not change significantly with respect to the max-
imum hit time. But, the maximum of the percentage of lost
packets grows dramatically (Figs. 15(b), 17(b) and 19(b))
for ‘‘PIM-SSM w/FRR’’ since the link weights are not set
to avoid any overlaps. For the two protocols using
IGP-aware cross-layer reconfiguration, the maximum

Fig. 14. Topology A with intelligent link weights: results for single failure restoration.

Fig. 15. Topology A with equal link weights: results for single failure restoration.
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Fig. 16. Topology B with intelligent link weights: results for single failure restoration.

Fig. 17. Topology B with equal link weights: results for single failure restoration. The effect of prioritized FRR traffic is not noticeable.

Fig. 18. Topology C with intelligent link weights: results for single failure restoration.

Fig. 19. Topology C with equal link weights: results for single failure restoration.
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percentage of packets lost stays roughly the same in
comparison to the intelligent link weights cases. Further,
prioritization of the FRR traffic helps reduce the packet loss
for most receivers. As shown in Fig. 19(b), the benefit of the
prioritization of the FRR traffic is more pronounced for
Topology-C, which has fewer backup links.

Overall, the results for single failures show that by using
IGP-aware PIM-SSM, there is less of a requirement for the
intelligent weight setting algorithm. However, when the
link weights are set equally, the IGP-aware mechanisms
help significantly in remedying the performance loss due
to temporary overlaps during the period of switchover to
the new tree. Further, the IGP-aware mechanism to recon-
figure PIM-SSM after FRR consistently achieves little or no
packet loss beyond what PIM-SSM with FRR achieves. In-
deed, the only packet loss that takes place in our scheme
is due to the packets lost in transit on the failed link, and
the potential congestion on the FRR path during the tran-
sient period while our scheme reconfigures the PIM tree.
During this transient period, we may observe the common
congested link (CL) situation, where lowering the priority
of the traffic sent over the backup path reduces loss
further.

6.3. Double failures

The real benefit of IGP-aware multicast reconfiguration
is when there are multiple overlapping failures in the net-
work. To understand the significance of this benefit, we
simulated the case where there are overlapping failures
of two links. The first link fails at the 10th second and
the second link at the 50th second of the simulation. Then,
the first and second links are repaired at the 200th and
250th s, respectively. This experiment setup ensures that
the time between the two failures is larger than the typical
time taken by PIM-SSM (30 s) to have a branch of the
multicast tree that was disconnected by the first failure
rejoined to the multicast tree. We further set failure recov-

ery times such that there is enough time for the PIM-SSM
to prune all unnecessary branches, which might have cre-
ated during the reconfiguration process. As a result, we
have set the time between a link failure and its repair to
be larger than 120 s to ensure completion of the conver-
gence of the protocols. We measured performance from
the time of the first failure until both the links are repaired
and IGP and multicast protocols have re-converged com-
pletely. The parameters chosen for the simulation experi-
ments were selected such that the time of the overlap of
failures was larger than the minimum required to assure
protocol convergence. If the time that failures overlap in
practice is longer than these values, the improvement with
our IGP-aware techniques will be even more significant
than shown in our results.

We simulated every possible combination of 2-link fail-
ures involving any of the link pairs causing at least one
reconfiguration of the PIM tree. Fig. 13(a) shows an in-
stance of the multicast tree for a particular double link fail-
ure. Some of these link pairs actually cause some receivers
to become disconnected. So, to compare the protocols, we
examine the ‘‘average’’ hit time and packet loss in addition
to the ‘‘maximum’’ hit time and packet loss. We do not
evaluate the ‘‘PIM-SSM only’’ case under double failures
as it performs much worse than the other three cases even
for single failures.

Figs. 20–25 show the impact of double failures for var-
ious intelligent or equal link weight settings on the topol-
ogies. These results clearly show that IGP-aware multicast
reconfiguration handles multiple failures much better than
the FRR-only approach. Figs. 20(a), 22(a) and 24(a) show
that the IGP-aware cases can restore double failures within
5 s while PIM-SSM with FRR can take more than 100 s
(based on the maximum hit time) when the link weights
are set intelligently. The link weight setting method does
not change this relative performance of the alternatives,
as observed in Figs. 21(a), 23(a) and 25(a). IGP-aware pro-
tocols manage to keep maximum hit time under 5 s in

Fig. 20. Topology A with intelligent link weights: results for double failure restoration.
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Topology-C as seen from Figs. 23(a) and 25(a), even though
it has significantly fewer backup links in comparison to
Topology-A. Note that the reason why IGP-aware protocols
still take up to 5 s to restore is because the second failure
may have an FRR path that utilizes the first failed link. This
may only be restored by repairing the link or using a dy-
namic reconfiguration of the FRR paths that may be im-
pacted by the failure of the first link, as suggested in
[30]. Without such a dynamic reconfiguration, control
packets (e.g., prune) may also be lost, resulting in longer
restoration times.

Figs. 20(b), 21(b), 22(b) and 23(b) show the average per-
formance impact of double failures on each receiver. The
IGP-aware protocols achieve less than 100 ms average
recovery time while PIM-SSM with FRR spends more than
10 s for most of the receivers. Even when there are a very
limited set of backup links available, as in Topology-C,
the IGP-aware protocols can keep the average hit time un-
der 500 ms as shown in Figs. 24(b) and 25(b). These results
on average hit time clearly show that IGP-aware protocols
provide significantly superior performance in handling
double failures.

Fig. 21. Topology A with equal link weights: results for double failure restoration.

Fig. 22. Topology B with intelligent link weights: results for restoration from double failures.
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In terms of packet loss, as shown in Figs. 20(c), 21(c),
22(c), 23(c), 24(c), and 25(c), PIM-SSM with FRR can lose
up to 100% of the packets while the IGP-aware protocols
may lose up to 80% of the packets. However, in terms of
the average number of packets lost, our experiments
showed that PIM-SSM with FRR loses about 10% of the
packets while the IGP-aware protocols lose less than 0.1%
of the packets during the restoration from a double failure.
Again, the method of choosing link weights does not
change this relative performance noticeably. For Topol-
ogy-C that has fewer backup links, prioritization of FRR

traffic helps significantly (Figs. 23(c) and 25(c)) due to
the fact that packet loss caused by overlaps are more likely.

7. Summary

The tight QoS constraints of distributing real-time mul-
timedia require rapid restoration. Production networks
rarely shorten their timers enough to achieve sub-second
IGP convergence because of the potential of false alarms.
The standard solution is to use layer-2 fast reroute (FRR)
based restoration. However, layer-2 FRR hides the backup

Fig. 23. Topology B with equal link weights: results for restoration from double failures.

Fig. 24. Topology C with intelligent link weights: results for restoration from double failures.
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path from the IGP protocol. If the FRR backup path is left to
stay up during the period of the link failure, this can have a
negative impact if a subsequent failure occurs. It also re-
quires very carefully chosen backup paths with intelligent
weight setting to avoid link congestion due to potential
path overlap.

We proposed protocol modifications to cure these
shortcomings. Our methodology makes the IGP layer
aware of the failure, notifies the multicast agent of the
routing changes, re-converges the network quickly to the
new multicast tree, and takes down the FRR backup path,
all in a ‘‘hitless’’ manner. When the failure is subsequently
repaired, it restores the normal routing, again in a ‘‘hitless’’
manner. Our method quickly re-converges the network
and has the added advantage of working well even without
intelligent weight setting for the backup path. We demon-
strate the efficacy of our schemes by running ns-2 simula-
tions over two different network topologies. As an example
of possible improvements, the average recovery time on
double failures (which can be almost 20% of all link fail-
ures) which is more than 10 s for most of the receivers
for PIM-SSM reduces to 100 ms with our enhancements.
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